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So, you want to be Canadian? Who doesn't these days? Canucks are enjoying a major renaissance in attention, from their enlightened social policies to their wild and wooly pop
culture. This playful, trivia-packed book is a long-overdue celebration of all things Canadian, from the mysteries of eh?" to the difference between an Ogo Pogo and a Windingo to
how to prepare moose stroganoff (mmm!). Featuring a dreamy list of Canadian hotties, a toe-tapping roundup of Canadian smash hit songs,a handy CanadianAmerican
translator, and pointers on how to eat, dress, and apologize like a Canadian if you weren't lucky enough to be born a Canuck, So, You Want to Be Canadian demonstrates once
and for all why Canada is so cool (formerly just cold)."
Presents an assortment of facts about the qualifications and characteristics of U.S. presidents, from George Washington to Barack H. Obama.
An essential guide for wannabe ninjas--and fair warning for those brave, or foolish, enough to learn the craft.
Get it right—from the start! “Entrepreneurship is like a roller coaster ride, exhilarating yet terrifying . . . Allow Ingrid to guide you” (Adam Franklin, bestselling author of Web
Marketing That Works). Often, people leap into starting a business to pursue their passion without fully realizing what they’ve gotten themselves into. They may love what they
do—but the financial and administrative side of the business ends up being more than they bargained for. So You Want to Start a Business takes you through the seven essential
elements required to create a thriving business. With examples, exercises, and invaluable guidance, Ingrid Thompson provides a practical guide to unleashing one’s inner
entrepreneur. With over twenty years’ experience helping people create successful businesses, Ingrid knows exactly how to help people decide what kind of business to
start—and start out on the right foot.
Many children, from the time they are old enough to be attracted to a siren and flashing lights, dream their whole lives of becoming a police officer. As a retired police officer,
herself, Alley Evola looks at the daily ins and outs of the job of a police officer. From recruitment, life at the academy, patrol and eventually promotion, she provides a helpful
understanding of what you can really expect. She also looks at the current issues, including race and gender, and how these have shaped certain expectations from the public
that a police officer needs to be prepared for when working in this field. When you’re young and dreaming you don’t think about the process it will take to become a police
officer. And it’s also not evident until after the police academy the many challenges and issues you will face in the field. So You Want to Be a Cop is for everyone who secretly
wishes they were a police officer, or is pursuing their dream in hopes of transforming it into reality.
Since the 1930s and ?40s, jazz has stood tall in American popular music, drawing into its embrace not only great horn players, percussionists, guitarists, bassists, and pianists,
but also some of the greatest singers in America’s musical history. Jazz has laid the groundwork for important innovations in modern singing, opening up entirely new ways of
delivering songs through what would eventually become jazz standards—songs that formed the basis of the American Songbook. In So You Want to Sing Jazz, singer and
professor of voice Jan Shapiro gives a guided tour through the art and science of the jazz vocal style. Throughout, Shapiro hones in on what makes jazz singing distinctive,
suggesting along the way how other types of singers can make use of jazz. She looks at such key matters in jazz singing as the role of improvisation, the place of specific singers
who influenced and even defined vocal jazz as we know it today, and the unique way in which jazz incorporates vibrato, conversational delivery, rhythmic phrasing, and melodic
embellishment and improvisation. The book includes guest-authored chapters by singing voice researchers Dr. Scott McCoy and Dr. Wendy LeBorgne. In So You Want to Sing
Jazz, singers and voice teachers finally have the go-to resource they need for singing vocal jazz. The So You Want to Sing series is produced in partnership with the National
Association of Teachers of Singing. Like all books in the series, So You Want to Sing Jazz features online supplemental material on the NATS website. Please visit www.nats.org
to access style-specific exercises, audio and video files, and additional resources.
Eli Yamin explores those essential elements that make the blues sound authentic and guides readers of all backgrounds and levels through mastering this art form. He provides
glimpses into the musical lives of the women and men who created the blues and offers concrete explanations and exercises to improve any singer’s technique and expression.
Few jobs in Hollywood are as shrouded in mystery as the role of the producer. What does it take to be a producer, how does one get started, and what on earth does one actually
do? In So You Want to Be a Producer Lawrence Turman, the producer of more than forty films, including The Graduate, The River Wild, Short Circuit, and American History X,
and Endowed Chair of the famed Peter Stark Producing Program at the University of Southern California, answers these questions and many more. Examining all the nuts and
bolts of production, such as raising money and securing permissions, finding a story and developing a script, choosing a director, hiring actors, and marketing your project, So
You Want to Be a Producer is a must-have resource packed with insider information and first-hand advice from top Hollywood producers, writers, and directors, offering
invaluable help for beginners and professionals alike. Including a comprehensive case study of Turman’s film The Graduate, this complete guide to the movie industry’s most
influential movers and shakers brims with useful tips and contains all the information you need to take your project from idea to the big screen.
So You Want to Be a Teacher? should be read by anyone considering teaching. Its vignettes are insightful and the questions asked will help readers answer the questions "Do I want to be a teacher?" and, if
so, "How do I become one?"
The drummer for Semisonic recounts how the band struggled as a trio of misfits before being catapulted into stardom, describes the survival skills they developed, and offers insight into the challenges of the
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music industry and living a celebrity life. Reprint. 25,000 first printing.
The Boss Baby is back in business and spilling all his secrets in this full-color chapter book based on Boss Baby: Back in Business, the hit series currently streaming on Netflix! Boss Baby spills all his
business secrets in this tell-all advice book. Filled with original full-color illustrations and hilarious anecdotes from the show, Boss Baby looks back on his illustrious career so far and gives advice to budding
bosses just like him! DreamWorks The Boss Baby Back In Business © 2020 DreamWorks Animation LLC. All Rights Reserved.
So You Want To Be a Philanthropist: How to Choose, Set Up and Successfully Manage a Family Foundation is your “comprehensive introduction” into the world of private foundations; how to decide if they
are the right choice for you, and if so, how to start, organize and manage such a foundation. It asks revealing questions and provides a wealth of information about all aspects of practicing family philanthropy.
If past results have left you unhappy with your family foundation, this book is designed to get you securely back on the right track. If you are thinking about starting or revamping a family foundation, So You
Want To Be a Philanthropist will be just the right tool for you.
An essential guide for wannabe Vikings--and fair warning for those courageous, or crazy, enough to pledge allegiance to the cause.
"In the tenth installment of the BE WHAT YOU WANT series, So, You Want to Work With Animals? introduces readers to the diverse fields that work hands-on with animals of all shapes, sizes, and species.
From what classes to take in school to exploring what these jobs are really like--the fun stuff, the hard stuff, and even the gross stuff, this book reveals the steps it takes to pursue a childhood dream. Whether
animals are big or small, domestic or wild, there are many careers that provide rewarding experiences such as: - Veterinarian - Zookeeper - Wildlife Photographer - K9 Officer - Marine Biologist - And more! In
addition to tips and interviews from animal experts in professional industries, So, You Want to Work with Animals? includes inspiring stories from kids who currently work with animals as well as activities, a
glossary, and resources to help kids pave the path to their dream job! Jane (J. M.) Bedell spent her childhood daydreaming in hayfields, talking to cows, and finding heroes between the pages of books. She is
a full-time writer of historical fiction and nonfiction for children. She received her MFA in creative writing from Hamline University in Minnesota. She lives in rural Oregon with her husband and a plethora of
animals. Visit her at jmbedell.com."-The ultimate all-in-one guide to making your writing dreams come true! Want to publish a novel or earn an income as a writer, but not sure how to go about it? In this book, authors Allison Tait and Valerie
Khoo -- co-hosts of the popular So You Want To Be A Writer podcast -- will give you the steps you need to make your dream a reality. This is not a book about how to write. It's a book about how to be a
successful writer. Inside, you'll discover the exact skills you need to make it as a writer including how to connect with people who will help your career grow, plus productivity tips for fitting everything into your
already busy life. You'll also explore how to keep your creative juices flowing and where to find other writers just like you. This book lays out a blueprint to help you get started and thrive in the world of words.
With advice from over 120 writers, you'll tap into proven wisdom and find the path that will lead YOU to success! Chapter 1: Ready to be a writer? Chapter 2: Your first few steps into the world of writing
Chapter 3: What kind of writer do you want to be? Chapter 4: What skills do you need? Chapter 5: Finding your tribe Chapter 6: Where to find ideas Chapter 7: Dealing with other people Chapter 8: Do you
want to go on a date? Chapter 9: How to make time to write Chapter 10: How to be creative when you're tired Chapter 11: Technology is your friend Chapter 12: What do you really want? Chapter 13: Don't
just take our word for it Chapter 14: So now what? So You Want To Be A Writer is a beginner's guide for people who want to be writers. Like all good non-fiction books, we've broken it into sections so you
can dip in and out as needed or read it from start to finish. We'll walk you through each stage, from deciding what kind of writer you want to be (don't laugh, this is a big question!), where to get ideas and how
to share your writing dream with other people. We'll take you through how to get the words written, finding your writing community (and why you need one), harnessing your creativity, how to use technology
and the business of being a writer. You'll discover tips about the writing process, getting the first publishing deal, dealing with editors, writing the book and everything in between, by authors such as Liane
Moriarty, Michael Robotham, Nick Earls, Charlotte Wood, Jane Harper, Di Morrissey, Garry Disher, Jaclyn Moriarty, Andy Griffiths, Jackie French, Veronica Roth, Jay Kristoff and more. Literary authors,
commercial fiction authors, non-fiction authors, publishers, agents, crime authors, romance authors, children's authors, young adult authors, freelance writers, content writers - you name it, we've got them,
Australian and international. This is a masterclass in writing and an incredible resource in itself. So what are you waiting for? If you want to be a writer, the time to start is now!
Have a passion for fashion? This comprehensive guide can help you land your dream job in the world of fashion and design. Fashion is more than fun—it holds a wide array of career opportunities! From highprofile jobs like clothing designer, model, and fashion photographer to the not-so-well-known professions of fabric cutter and colorist, So, You Want to Work in Fashion? explores a wide world of possibilities
that are thrilling and fulfilling. In addition to tips and interviews from a variety of fashion professionals, So, You Want to Work in Fashion? includes inspiring stories from young people who are in the industry
right now, as well as activities, a glossary, and resources to help you on your way to a successful career in fashion.

"A young boy wants to grow his own pizza, learns where the many ingredients come from, and learns how to grow the ingredients to make pizza sauce. Includes kid-friendly
pizza sauce recipe"--Provided by publisher.
A comprehensive guide to becoming a published author outlines step-by-step guidelines for everything from generating ideas and improving technique to getting published and
promoting one's work, in a reference complemented by tips from such famous writers as Michael Crichton and Amanda Hocking. Simultaneous.
A comprehensive guide to pursuing a career in the world of dance profiles jobs ranging from professional dancer and choreographer to technical director and costume designer,
incorporating tips by industry insiders and inspiring stories by young people. Simultaneous and eBook.
"So You Want To Be A Dental Hygienist? The Good, The Bad, and The Ugly", will help give you a closer look and sneak peek into the world of dental hygiene: what happens
when you go to school until you get out into the real world and begin working in this profession. This quick, yet comprehensive guide gives you a realistic, direct and no-nonsense
approach to what you may expect to come across in this career. Consider this to be your play-by-play handbook. I am neither here to convince or deter you from this path, but to
simply inform you and help you make the best decision for yourself and your life.
Silentc0re is a YouTube veteran with over 12 years of experience on the platform and has accumulated over 100 million video views on YouTube. He is YouTube certified in
audience growth and was the first official YouTube ambassador for Scotland. With over 2 billion people now logging into YouTube every month, it is never too late to get started.
This beautifully presented book in full-colour, provides the recipe to create, build and foster a successful YouTube channel based around your personal passions. Included in this
book: CHAPTER 1: Establishing a memorable channel brand CHAPTER 2: Optimising your channel for Watch Time CHAPTER 3: Building viewership momentum CHAPTER 4:
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Using YouTube Analytics to improve your channel's strategy CHAPTER 5: Seeking sponsorships, paid opportunities and free products
Do you have what it takes to be an owl? Find out in this funny, fact-filled picture book. Welcome to Owl School! Professor Olaf Owl is here to tell you everything you need to know
about being an owl, from hunting to camouflage to seeing in the dark. Study hard, and soon you'll be a first-rate member of Team Owl! This engaging nonfiction picture book is
full of vibrant, humorous illustrations and owl lessons that will have readers eagerly practicing their hoots, toe swivels, and alertness (even if they can't grow feathers).
Labor efficiency tactics of the top-notch foreman! Regardless of the business you're in, efficient labor management is the key to its success. On the construction site, it's the
difference between the profit or loss of a project and ultimately, the success or failure of the contractor's business. So You Wanna be a Foreman is a study of labor efficiency that
stresses the concept of productive labor. While dedicated to the young and ambitious electrician or apprentice with management aspirations, any foreman who adopts the
philosophy and utilizes the tactics taught in this book will find his crewmen more productive every day. I'm confident that once you've read this book, you will agree that it is a
"must read" for anyone in, or aspiring to be in, a labor management position in the electrical construction industry.
Demonstrates how to enhance one's spiritual senses for working between worlds, explaining what the different kinds of spirit guides and elemental energies are, how to get in
touch with them, and how to interpret their messages. Original. 10,000 first printing.
Anne Trubek wrote several books, was a member fo the National Book Critics Circle, and was a tenured English professor before she decided try book publishing. To start and
run a small press, she had to teach herself the ins and outs of a confusing, often archaic, strangely shrouded industry from yet another angle: business owner, publisher, and
editor. In So You Want To Publish A Book? Trubek, who also writes the weekly newsletter Notes From A Small Press, provides insights from her journeys through all facets of
writing, making, and writing about books, offering authors, authors-to-be, and the curious concrete advice and information about the publishing industry. Chapters discuss book
proposals, publicity, developmental versus copy editing, how to make friends (and enemies) with independent bookstores, the differences between Big Five and independent
presses, royalties, and cover design. Handy, humorous charts such as Five Things Aspiring Authors Should Never Say, Wait, Wholesalers Receive How Much of A Discount?
and The Indignity of Returns, along with illustrations by Belt cover designer David Wilson, will help readers feel less confused by the process and, armed with more transparent
understanding of the industry, more prepared to publish, promote, and purchase books wisely and successfully.
An essential guide for all aspiring knights who dream of chivalrous glory and heroic quests.
A mysterious library book opens the door to a world of magic and danger in the first book in the beloved Young Wizards series. Bullied by her classmates, Nita Callahan is
miserable at school. So when she finds a mysterious book in the library that promises her the chance to become a wizard, she jumps at the opportunity to escape her unhappy
reality. But taking the Wizard's Oath is no easy thing, and Nita soon finds herself paired with fellow wizard-in-training Kit Rodriguez on a dangerous mission. The only way to
become a full wizard is to face the Lone Power, the being that created death and is the mortal enemy of all wizards. As Nita and Kit battle their way through a deadly alternate
version of New York controlled by the Lone Power, they must rely on each other and their newfound wizarding skills to survive--and save the world from the Lone One's grasp.
A hands-on, step-by-step guide to directing plays--by one of Britain's leading theatre directors.
"We all known kids who say they want to grow up to be President of the United States, but what about becoming an educational leader or become the CEO of a company? There
are a myriad of ways kids today can not only grow up to become the leaders of tomorrow but start leading right now. Covering everything from well known professions like CEO,
school superintendent, and working in government, to the not-so-well-known professions like becoming an entertainment leader or spiritual advisor, So, You Want to Be a
Leader? (the 9th installment in the BE WHAT YOU WANT series) uncovers a treasure trove of opportunity for kids to assert themselves now and in the future. In addition to tips
and interviews from professions in the industry, So, You Want to Be a Leader? includes inspiring stories from kids who are leading in their own right already, as well as activities,
a glossary, and resources to help kids on their way to a successful and fulfilling career"-Completely revised and updated, So You Want to Be a Lawyer takes you through the process of becoming a lawyer, examining each phase in a helpful and easy-to-understand
narrative. Find out what practicing law is like before you step into your first law school class. Practice solving legal problems as law students would in law school and lawyers
might in an actual courtroom. Find out how to get into law school. And there’s much more: •Advice on how to select a law school, along with names and addresses of American
Bar Association (ABA)-approved law schools •An explanation of the law school admissions process, and ways to improve your chances for getting in •Practical exercises and
advice that will give you a head start over other first-year law students •Information about career opportunities as a lawyer Written by three experienced lawyers, this book will
help you understand the types of problems facing law students and lawyers on a daily basis. Not only will it prepare you for law school, but it will also become your trusted guide
on the path to becoming a successful lawyer.
"What if there was a way to combine the stability of a day job with the excitement of a startup? All of the benefits of entrepreneurship with none of the pitfalls? In the 10%
Entrepreneur, Patrick McGinnis show you how, by investing just 10% of your time and resources, you can become an entrepreneur without losing a steady paycheck."-- front flap
The pursuit to understand the human brain in all its intricacy is a fascinatingly complex challenge and neuroscience is one of the fastest-growing scientific fields worldwide. There
is a wide range of career options open to those who wish to pursue a career in neuroscience, yet there are few resources that provide students with inside advice on how to go
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about it. So You Want to Be a Neuroscientist? is a contemporary and engaging guide for aspiring neuroscientists of diverse backgrounds and interests. Fresh with the experience
of having recently launched her own career, Ashley Juavinett provides a candid look at the field, offering practical guidance that explores everything from programming to
personal stories. Juavinett begins with a look at the field and its history, exploring our evolving understanding of how the brain works. She then tackles the nitty-gritty: how to
apply to a PhD program, the daily life of a graduate student, the art of finding mentors and collaborators, and what to expect when working in a lab. Finally, she introduces
readers to diverse young scientists whose career paths illustrate what you can do with a neuroscience degree. For anyone intrigued by the brain or seeking advice on how to
further their ambitions of studying it, So You Want to Be a Neuroscientist? is a practical and timely overview of how to learn and thrive in this exciting field.
A heart attack reunites him with the one who got away. But is he too married to his job to invest in a second chance at love? Joe Robinson made his first million in his twenties
and has expanded that in the decades since. Now a billionaire and active in running of all five of his child corporations, he eats, breathes, and sleeps work. Cynthia Mitchell is a
top-tier heart surgeon. Moving to the DC area involved a calculated risk that she might run into Joe-but she didn't expect to find him on her operating table. When he awakens
after surgery to find Cynthia is his doctor, all Joe's feelings from their college romance return, and he persuades her to go out with him. But he still has his tech empire to run and
she's not willing to take second place to his job. Will two driven, successful people make room in their lives for love? Or is their second chance dead on arrival?About the So You
Want to be a Billionaire seriesDetermined to pass his companies to people who won't make the same mistakes he did, Joe Robinson undertakes some matchmaking cloaked as
a competition. They think they're vying for a top corporate spot and a chance to be a billionaire, but what they really need to find is love. So You Want a Second Chance So You
Love to Hate Your Boss (found only in the Love's Treasure Collection until November 2021) So You Love Your Best Friend's Sister So You Have My Secret Baby So You Need a
Fake Relationship So You Forgot You Love Me More contemporary Christian romance from Elizabeth Maddrey! Hope Ranch, complete, starting with Hope for Christmas
Peacock Hill Romance, complete, starting with A Heart Restored Grant Us Grace, complete, starting with Wisdom to Know Taste of Romance, complete, starting with A Splash of
Substance Baxter Family Bakery, complete, starting with Loaves & Wishes Operation Romance, complete series of novellas, starting with Operation Mistletoe Remnants,
complete women's fiction, starting with Faith Departed If you love contemporary Christian romance series with relateable characters, realistic faith, and romantic ever afters, clean, wholesome, sweet, and inspirational romances - you've come to the right place!Grab your copy of So You Want a Second Chance today!
The reader is put in charge of building a fantastical library where everything is possible including a waterslide, zip line, really large ladders, and of course, a full-service sudae bar.
In this New York Times bestseller, Ijeoma Oluo offers a hard-hitting but user-friendly examination of race in America Widespread reporting on aspects of white supremacy -- from
police brutality to the mass incarceration of Black Americans -- has put a media spotlight on racism in our society. Still, it is a difficult subject to talk about. How do you tell your
roommate her jokes are racist? Why did your sister-in-law take umbrage when you asked to touch her hair -- and how do you make it right? How do you explain white privilege to
your white, privileged friend? In So You Want to Talk About Race, Ijeoma Oluo guides readers of all races through subjects ranging from intersectionality and affirmative action to
"model minorities" in an attempt to make the seemingly impossible possible: honest conversations about race and racism, and how they infect almost every aspect of American
life. "Oluo gives us -- both white people and people of color -- that language to engage in clear, constructive, and confident dialogue with each other about how to deal with racial
prejudices and biases." -- National Book Review "Generous and empathetic, yet usefully blunt . . . it's for anyone who wants to be smarter and more empathetic about matters of
race and engage in more productive anti-racist action." -- Salon (Required Reading)
(Meredith Music Resource). This book details the fundamental knowledge, skills, and attitudes that prospective music majors need in order to make a successful transition from
high school to college. Specific exercises are offered, along with supporting online resources. It also suggests steps that parents, high school guidance counselors, and music
teachers can take to identify, encourage, and guide future musicians and music educators.
Want to learn to play air guitar? Wear the coolest rock-star clothes? Sign your autograph for tons of fans? Then this is the book for you! Perfect for young fans of Rock Band or
the Disney pop stars, So You Want to Be a Rock Star is the essential primer on everything rock 'n' roll. With a hilarious interactive text that encourages young readers to get up
and move and perfectly retro illustrations that balance fantasies of stardom with real-world rocking out, this book has something for everyone--budding singers, musicians, and
their parents, too!
This book presents some of the characteristics of inventors by describing the inventions of people such as Alexander Graham Bell, Thomas Edison, and Eli Whitney.
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